Introducing iCRV Radio…The Stream Feeding the River Valley

Our Story
When Dave Williams moved to the Lower Connecticut River Valley over five years ago…after an extensive and long track record in broadcasting…he immediately fell in love with the area, feeling a soulful connection to a place where American Impressionism was born and so much can be explored and done inside…in the museums and galleries and famous destinations…and out…in the natural wonders that grace this part of New England…

When wanting to explore and discover, though, there was a problem…he kept finding out about great things to do in one corner of the area or another…but found out about it normally through word-of-mouth…and often three or four days after the event actually happened… This was frustrating…as the events and activities were always of interest…but had already taken place…

So Dave decided to turn frustration into opportunity…and a year or so later…the first and only real-time, full-time, interactive informational resource dedicated entirely to the Connecticut River Valley was born: iCRV Radio, the Stream Feeding the River Valley.

Our Mission
Our mission is to serve the towns, residents, non-profits and merchants with a platform that facilitates exploration and discovery by being a thorough informational resource dedicated to the Connecticut River Valley.

Think of it…we are all willing to drive twenty or twenty-five minutes to go to a gallery opening..or a fine dining experience..or to see a great band…but finding out about such events and destinations is not that easy….until now…iCRV Radio is the stream that feeds the River Valley with constantly updated information on what is happening where…complete, current, and interactive.

Join us on iCRV Radio….be part of the ripple effect…and Discover. Do. Share.